
ECMS Walk Detention

Walk Detention: Students, who commit minor misbehaviors at school and especially in the classroom, will be
assigned Walk Detention by the teacher or administration. Teachers may assign Walk Detentions to a student for:

1. Dress Code Issues
2. Out of class without permission
3. Eating/drinking in class
4. Inappropriate Language/Making negative statements in class
5. Destruction of School Property
6. Failure to complete assigned homework/classwork
7. PDA
8. Other similar behaviors

Also, teachers are required to assign Walk Detentions to students:
1. Being unprepared for class
2. Not accepting “no”
3. Confrontational
4. Disrespect
5. Disruptive behavior
6. Who sleep in class
7. Are tardy to class
8. Have a cell phone
9. Have a smartwatch in class

A teacher can assign a MAXIMUM of three (3) walk detentions per period/block class. When a walk detention is
assigned, students are to report to the ISS room during their grade level walk time. A student assigned Walk Detention
will lose all of their walk period for that day (or the following day).

Excessive Walk Detentions: Students who continually commit minor misbehaviors at school and have been assigned
to fifteen (15) walk detentions in a semester will receive one (1) day placement in ISS for excessive walk detentions.
After thirty (30) walk detentions students will be placed in ISS for two (2) full days. If a student receives forty-five
(45) total walk detentions, they would receive three (3) days ISS. If a student received sixty (60) total walk detentions,
they will receive four (4) days ISS. This pattern will continue for the entire semester with seventy-five (75) walk
detentions meaning five (5) days of ISS and so on. Tallies for walk detentions start over each semester.

East Carter Middle School Walk Detention Notification
Student:______________________________________________  Grade:_____________
Policy Violation                                             Behavior Violation
__  Dress Code                                               __  Not Following Directions
__  Out of class w/o Pass                               __  Not accepting “no”
__  Eating/Drinking in Class                         __  Confrontational
__  Inappropriate Language                           __  Disrespect
__  Destruction of School Property               __  Disruptive
__  PDA                                                         __  Unprepared for Class

COMMENTS: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
NOTE TO STUDENT: You have been assigned a 15 minute walk detention. Failure to
appear will result in an additional detention.
Student Signature:________________________________________________________
Teacher Signature:________________________________________________________


